Engineering

Tap Set / Pitch Gauges / Pin Vices

Tap Wrench Set

A three piece set of hand tap wrenches
designed for use in hand tapping and reaming
operations. Each wrench features a heavy-duty ductile steel
body with a knurled chuck cap. A four point clamping system
helps to increase the range of tap sizes that can be used and
provides a firm non-slip grip for accurate control. Three sizes
cover the following metric and imperial size taps.

Tap capacities:
M1 - M4
M4 - M8

1/16in - 5/32in

Screw Pitch Gauges

A handy gauge to quickly determine the pitch of various screw
threads. The high quality polished tool steel leaves are clearly
marked with size and there is a locking device at both ends to
lock them securely in place. Supplied in a plastic pouch.

Screw Gauge 52 Leaf
Whitworth Standard 55º
Metric Standard 60º

5/32in - 1/4in

M6 - M12 1/4in - 1/2in

FAIPITCHMW
£9.93 Ex VAT £11.92 Inc VAT

Screw Gauge 55 Leaf

American National 60º
Metric 60º Threads
TPI Range: 4 - 42 & 0.25 to 6.0mm

FAITWSET3
£18.90 Ex VAT £22.68 Inc VAT

FAIPITCHMA
£9.93 Ex VAT £11.92 Inc VAT

Pin Chuck Set

Pin Vices

Pin vices are chiefly used for holding small
taps, reamers, scribers or wire. The handles are
tubular which permits holding wires of any length
or diameter up through the length of the tool.

SIZE

The pin chuck is a useful
accessory for holding drills too
small to be held by standard
capacity drill chucks.
Supplied with three collets of
the following sizes:
0 - 0.75mm (0 - 1/32in)
0.75 - 1.5mm (1/32 - 1/16in)
1.5 - 2.5mm (1/16 - 3/32in).

Wire Gauge Metric/Imperial

Made from heavy gauge stainless steel,
and used for measuring the gauges of
steel wire and hot and cold rolled sheet
steel. Metric dimensions are recorded
on one side and SWG (Standard Wire
Gauge) marking on the other.

Ex VAT Inc VAT

FAIPINVICE1

0 - 1mm

£4.81

£5.77

FAIPINVICE2

0.75 - 1.5mm

£5.10

£6.12

FAIPINVICE3

1.5 - 3.0mm

£5.80

£6.96

FAIPINVICES4 1) 0 - 1mm
£18.89
(Set of 4)
2) 0.75 - 1.5mm
3) 1.5 - 3mm
4) 3 - 4.5mm

£22.67
FAIPINCHUCK
£16.57 Ex VAT £19.88 Inc VAT

FAIGAUGEWIRE
£22.59 Ex VAT £27.11 Inc VAT
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